
LARGE ELECTRIC

CLASS
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PROVEN 
POWERHOUSE

ELECTRIC MOTOR RIDERS

► 8000 – 12000 lb. Capacity
► AC Drive Motor (36- to 48-Volt)
► No Tools Required Floorboard
► Hydrostatic Power Steering
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THE STRONG
QUIET TYPE

THE TOYOTA LARGE ELECTRIC FORKLIFT. You’ll make more noise about its 
performance than it will. The Toyota Large Electric Forklift gets the job done, quietly 
and reliably. With the strength to lift up to 12000 pounds. Rugged durability to stand 
the test of time. And a dependable, zero-emission AC drive to power you through 
a long shift of heavy-duty warehouse jobs. Including sensitive food and beverage 
applications. The Large Electric. Speaks softly, carries a big lift.

CAPACITY

12000LB.
UP TO DRIVEAC

EXPERIENCE WHAT SETS US APART
Request Your Demo Today
Visit www.toyotaforklift.com/fi nd-a-dealer
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LARGE ELECTRIC  
ADVANTAGES

►  ACTIVE MAST CONTROL responds automatically to 
enhance stability of loads handled at high lift heights

►  FORWARD TILT ANGLE CONTROL & REAR 
TILT SPEED CONTROL act automatically in 
uncertain situations to protect the operator, and 
reduce product and forklift damage

►  AUTOMATIC FORK LEVELING positions forks 
horizontally with the push of a button for easier 
load handling

►  PROGRAMMABLE PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 
are customizable via digital display to fi t a variety of 
job applications and operator skill levels

►  WELDED, ROLL-FORMED OVERHEAD GUARD 
PILLARS provide maximum operator protection 
with superior entry/exit and load visibility

►  SYSTEM OF ACTIVE STABILITY TM (SAS), unique 
to Toyota forklifts, helps prevent tip-overs
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►  SPACIOUS OPERATOR COMPARTMENT 
with cup holder and utility tray

►  PLANETARY DRIVE AXLE decreases torsional 
stresses common to powershifting for greater 
reliability and durability, and increased uptime

►  DUAL OPERATOR ASSIST GRIPS and low, wide step 
for easy forklift entrance and exit from both sides

►  HYDRAULIC CONTROLS are located on cowl for 
maximum operator comfort and easy right-side 
entry and exit

►  ULTRA-COMFORT ORS SEMI-SUSPENSION 
SEAT with four-way adjustability and lumbar 
support for enhanced operator comfort
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COMFORTABLY PRODUCTIVE, 
BY DESIGN
The Large Electric’s operator compartment is designed 
to make the forklift work as an extension of the operator’s 
own body. With intuitive, well-placed controls. Easy-to-read 
displays. And clear sightlines all around. Equally important, 
the operator compartment is also designed to keep the 
human at the center of all this activity comfortable and alert, 
even over a long shift. With a comfortable seat. Low, wide 
entry and exit steps. And a heavy-duty non-slip fl oor mat to 
minimize noise, heat and vibration. We call it ergonomics. 
You’ll call it getting more done, more e�  ciently. 

HEAVY ON DUTY, LIGHT ON IMPACT
Energy-e�  cient AC power. It makes the Large Electric the 
perfect high-capacity solution for heavyweight lifting and 
loading. And the environmentally friendly, emission-free 
solution for sensitive applications that IC forklifts can’t take 
on. Including food and beverage, and heavy-duty indoor 
warehouses with limited ventilation. Smoother acceleration, 
increased uptime and less frequent scheduled maintenance 
are also part of the package.

STABILITY: NOW AN ACTION VERB
When operators fi nd themselves in uncertain situations, 
Toyota’s System of Active Stability springs into action. 

Active Control Rear Stabilizer instantly responds to a turn 
taken too fast by widening the forklift’s center of gravity to 
decrease the likelihood of a lateral tip-over.

Active Mast Function Controller automatically overrides 
operator actions that could cause the forklift to tip forward 
or backward. Forward tilt control senses unstable load weight 
and mast height, then acts to limit forward tilt. Rear tilt control 
slows tilt speed to half, decreasing the chances of spilling 
unsecured loads or tipping up.

36/48V

ZERO-EMISSION AC DRIVE MOTOR

NO TOOLS REQUIRED
FLOORBOARD
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INDUSTRIES

AN INVESTMENT 
THAT PAYS YOU BACK
Some competitors are content to design a forklift and build it 
out with systems bought o�  the shelf. Toyota demands better 
for its customers. The Large Electric, like all Toyota forklifts, 
is engineered from the ground up as a fi nished product. One 
with better components and well-thought-out integrated 
systems that work together to deliver intuitive, dependable 
performance day after day. Toyota forklifts don’t require a 
lot of service. But when they do need service, it’s fast and 
easy — by design. And legendary Toyota quality means more 
productivity over the lifecycle of your forklift, along with lower 
repair costs. Higher residual value is another bonus.

WAREHOUSE HEAVYWEIGHT
The Toyota Large Electric Forklift gives you heavy-duty lifting 
power for heavyweight lifts and loads, plus the environmental 
and sustainability advantages of emission-free electric power. 
Everything you need to tackle your toughest warehouse jobs. 
And specialized indoor applications, as well. Best of all, it’s a 
Toyota — proven the most dependable, reliable and safe line 
of forklifts you can buy.

SAS
SYSTEM OF ACTIVE 

STABILITY

TRAVEL SPEED WITH 
FULL LOAD

10.9MPH
UP TO

INDUSTRIES
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easy — by design. And legendary Toyota quality means more 
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► FIND YOUR DEALER ToyotaForklift.com

►  Toyota leads in quality, durability, reliability and value, thanks 
to advanced technology and the world-renowned Toyota 
Production System.

►  With the broadest and most complete set of material-
handling solutions in the industry, Toyota Dealers specialize 
in meeting all of your needs�—�from a single forklift to an 
entire fl eet.

►  Toyota’s industry-leading network of dealers backs every 
forklift with proven product support. Resources include 
factory-trained service technicians, Toyota Genuine Parts, 
and fl exible leasing and fi nancing packages through Toyota 
Commercial Finance.

►  Toyota forklifts have ranked No. 1 in safety and quality 
since 2002, according to studies conducted by Peerless 
Research Group.

For more information, including full specs, see your 
Toyota Dealer or ToyotaForklift.com.

COUNT ON THE LEADER


